
UNITED STATES OF AMERICAN
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BEFORE THE AT011IC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
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CONCERNING TPE APPEAL llEMORANDUll AND ORDER OF

NOVEliBER 5, 1982

1. I, Brian W. Sheron, being duly sworn, state as follows: I am

Branch Chief, Reactor Systens Branch, Division of Systems

Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy of my

professional qualifications is attached.

2. In its Memorandum and order of November 5,1982 the Appeal Board

stated its tentative views that neither the boiler-condenser mode

of natural circulation nor feed and bleed have been demonstrated on

the record as viabic means of recoving decay heat at TMI-1. The

Appeal Board further stated that Semiscale tests S-SR-1 and S-SR-2

raise serious concerns about the viability of feed and bleed. The

purpose of this affidavit is to address the Appeal Board's concerns

regarding the significance of the Semiscale tests and to provide

comments on the implication of the tests on the capability of TMI-1

to be cooled in the feed and bleed mode.

|
\

3. There are two Semiscale tests in question, S-SR-1 and S-SR-2. They

were performed by EG8G, Idaho, under contract to the Office of
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Nuclear Regulatory Research at the request of the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation. The purpose of these tests was to provide an
.

experimental data base for a " feed and bleed" mode of operation

following a small break LOCA. The data were intended for computer

code verification. Before discussion of the test results, it is

useful to discuss how Seniscale test data has been and will

continue to be used in the licensing process.

4. Use of Experimental Test Data in the Licensing Process

No test facility, whether it be Semiscale, LOFT, FLECHT etc.,

exactly reproduces the behavior of a large PWR, Some aspect of

the power plant facility is scaled in the test facility. For
.

example, if the volume of the test facility is less than the volume

of a large PWR, then the primary coolant system surface area will

not scale in the same proportion as the volume. Similarly, if

elevations in the scaled facility are not preserved, then

cravity-dominated hydreulic behavior can be distorted. The scaling

of the Semiscale facility has been selected as an optinization

among such competing factors, including costs. In general, and

with some compromises among the competing scaling interests,

Semiscale simulates most of the important phenorena associated with

PWR behavior.

5. However, the staff has nev_er taken Semiscale results, (or for that

matter, any other test results including LOFT) and applied them

directly to a large PWR. We have always maintained that the

results from Semiscale and other test facilities are primarily for

-
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code verification purposes. Our confidence in understanding large

PWR behavior, including feed and bleed operation, is predicated on

confidence in the computer codes which calculate the behavior. The

main objectives of these scaled tests are to look for new or unique

thermal-hydraulic phenomena associated with transient and accident

scenarios and to assure that the computer codes are capable of

predicting the observed behavior. By demonstrating that the

computer codes can properly calculate and predict the behavior of

scaled facilities, such as Semiscale and LOFT, under conditions

similar to those that could occur in large PWRs, we believe that

there is reasonable assurance that these sane computer codes can 1,e

used to directly predict the behavior of the large PWRs.

6. In summary, data from any test facility, such as fron Semiscale or

LOFT, cannot be directly applied to a large PWR. Rather, it is

used to demonstrate the ability of a computer code to predict the

relevant thermal-hydraulic phenomena so that sufficient confidence

can be gained that the code can be applied to predict the behavior

of a large PWR.

7. Theoretical Capability to Feed and Bleed,

The ability to successfully feed and bleed involves meeting two

conditions; the first is being able to " bleed" primary coolant at a

sufficient rate that the net energy renoved by the coolant

discharg? is equal to or greater than the energy produced by decay

heat. The second is being able to " feed" the primary systen with

sufficient makeup coolant so that prior to the prinary coolant
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inventory dropping to an unacceptable level below the top of the

core, the net mass loss from the system is zero or negative.

Some plants such as THI-1 have high pressure HPI pumps that can

operate at the pressurizer safety valve set pressure. The

pressurizer safety valves provide a large capecity for heat removal

so that they could cycle open and closed throughout an event in

which feed and bleed cooling was being used. The accurate

prediction of the safety valve flowrate at any time would not be

significant since errors in predicted flow rate would only affect

the cycling rate of the valves a'nd not the total mass loss. For

plants with low pressure ECCS systems which cannot deliver coolant

at the safety valve set pressure, the PORVS must be opened to

depressurize the reactor system sufficiently to provide feed and

bleed cooling. For example, analysis by Westinghouse of its plants
'

with low head HPI punps have demonstrated that the PORYS must be
I

opened before steam generator dryout occurs. If the PORVs are
l

opened early enough, a time is reached before inventory the drops

to an unacceptable level below the top of the core when the steam

production in the core becomes equal to on less than the PORY flow.

.

8. To successfully cool the core, ECCS flow must also be greater or

equal to PORY or safety v'alve flow (depending on the design) before

core uncovery occurs. Safety valve or PORY flow and ECCS flow are

both functions of pressure. To illustrate this pressure dependancy

of plants with low pressure ECCS, EG&G, Idaho, its their recent

reports, has graphically portrayed the ability of low pressure ECCS
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plants and Semiscale to feed and bleed with curves similar to the

one provided as figure 1. These curves are for illustrative

purposes only since decay heat actually varies with time, and the

time of PORY opening is not accounted for. As can be seen from

figure 1, point Number 1 shows the systen pressure at which the

PORV energy removal rate equals the decay heat. For all system

pressures above that associated with point 1, the PORY energy

removal capability exceeds the decay heat generation rate and the

firstcondition(abilitytobleed)issatisfied. Point 2 on figure

1 is the point where the mass injected by the HPI equals the mass

lost out of the PORV. For pressures to the right of point 2, the

mass loss by the PORV will exceed the HPI makeup rate and would

result in eventual core uncovery. For pressures to the left of
I
' point 2, the HPI flow exceeds the PORY flow, and a net mass

increase results. Thus, all pressures to the left of point 2 will

satisfy the second condition (ability to feed). In order to meet

both conditions for successful feed and bleed, the plant must be

i within a finite pressure band in which both the PORY energy removal
1

rate exceeds the decay heat and the HPI mass addition rate exceeds

the PORV mass depletion rate. This is shown as the " operating
'

band" in Figure 1.

The capability of any sy5 ten tos feed and bleed, either a scaled

test facility or a commerical PWR, is uniquely dependent upon the

PORY or safety valve flow and the HPI pump flow characteristics.

| Although not shown on figure 1, system geometry also plays an

| inportant role. These curves are only illustrative of one point in ,

'

!

.
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time. One curve of this type does not demonstrate conclusively

whether a plant can be successfully cooled in feed and bleed or

not. This can only be shown by a detailed computer analysis of the

entire transient, such as can De obtained using the RELAP5 code.

Seniscale Behavior During Feed and Bleed

9. Before describing the Semiscale tests in question, it is necessary

to suminarize the primary coolant system behavior following a loss

of all feedwater.

Assuming the event is initiated by a loss of all feedwater (both

nain and auxiliary), the reactor will trip automatically, most

likely on either a loss ! . sater or on low steam generator

level. The RCS pressure will initially drop due to steam bubble

j expansion in the pressurizer which occurs due to hot leg coolant

shrinkage following trip. This pressure drop is typically around a

few hundred psi. The systen pressure will then increase as the hot

leg coolant heats up to establish the necessary driving heads for

natural circulation. The steam generator secondary coolant levels,

initially at their operating levels, begin to drop due to boiloff

without feedwater makeup. Assuming the condenser is not available,

this boiloff will occur at the secondary safety valve setpoint

(around1100 psi). Once'the secondary levels drop sufficiently,

primary to secondary heat transfer will quickly decrease. After
1

the secondary side of the steam generators boils dry, heat produced

in the core will no longer be removed by natural circulation to the

secondary and will thus begin to raise the temperature of the

l
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prinary coolant. As the prinary coolant heats up, it expands, 1
,

pushing. liquid into the pressurizer and in'.reasing the system

pressure by compressing the stean in the pressurizer. Once the

pressure reaches the PORY or safety valve setpoint, the steam in

the pressurizer steam space will be expelled through these valves.

(Note that no operator actions have been assumed yet with regard to

feed and bleed - These will be discussed later). Once the steam in

the pressurizer is expelled, the system will be water-solid and the

safety / relief valves will begin to discharge water.

$

10. After the prinary coolant reaches the saturation temper 6ture

corresponding to the safety or relief valve set pressure, steam

generation in the primary system will begin by boiling in the core.

Steam bubbles exiting the core will rise to and accumulat'e at the

top of the reactor vessel. The liquid displaced by this growing

steam bubbic will be forced into the pressurizer and out of the

safety / relief valves. Once sufficient steam accumulates in the

upper vessel region to uncover the hot leg nozzles, the ste!m will

then flow to top of the hot leg U-bends in a B&W plant and

accumulate. Again, water displaced in the steam generater and/or

| hot leg U-bends is forced into the pressurizer and out the
'

l
t safety / relief valves. Once the steam bubble grows in the steam

generators and the liquid drains don:ns, the hot legs, and in

particular the surge line entrance, will be uncovered. Steam

| generated by core boiling can now enter the pressurizer. Note that

the core has remained covered so far, and is in a pool boiling
l

mode. Once steam can enter the pressurizer, it will discharge

.

- -
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through the safety / relief valves. At this point the rate of mass

i loss from the systen (ecreases significantly as'the safety relief

valve flow transitions from liovid to steam. If the system was

allowed to continue in this mode with no primary makeup flow the
i

continued mass loss from steam discharge would produce a very slow
.

core uncovery.
;

.

I

11. The previous description was provided in order to show under what

corditions the feed and bleed mode of cooling becomes effective.

Up until the time that the hot leg uncovered and the steam

, generated in the core was capable of passing out of the
!

safety / relief valves, the mass loss rate from the system was high

beceuse of the liquid discharge from the safety / relief valves.

This nass loss rate would be considerably in excess of the HPI mass

nakeup rate.

Thus, even if the HPI punps were turned on early in the event and

could inject at high pressures, a net mass inventory loss would be

expected. However, once the net mass inventory loss was sufficient

to uncover the hot legs and allow steam to enter the surge line and

discharge from the safety / relief valves, the HPI mass addition rate

will usually exceed the mass loss rate through the safety / relief
| .

| valves, and inventory recovery would proceed. Because the liquid
I

to stean transition occurs with the vessel liquid level above the

top of the core, no core uncovery wculd be expected and feed and *~

bleed would be considered successful. Therefore, the key to

successful feed and bleed is that subsequent to hot leg uncovery,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . ., - .-- - - - . -----
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the HPI r: ass flow should exceed the safety / relief valve steam flow,

and the steam flow energy conte 7t out of the safety / relief valve

should exceed the decay heat input. If an analyses shows that

subsequent to hot leg uncovery the safety / relief valve flow still

continues to exceed the HPI flow, then core uncovery might

evcntually occur. In such a case, the analysis would have to be

extended to verify that unacceptable core uncovery did not occur

before the safety / relief valve flow decreased below HPI flow. As

vill be discussed in the following sections, this latter condition

occurred during Semiscale tests S-SR-1 and S-SR-2. We will also

shew that our analyses of a plant similar to THI-1 indicate that

subsequent to hot leg uncovery, the HPI flow exceeds the PORY steam

flow giving us reasonable confidence that feed and bleed has a good

potential for success at TMI-1.

Semiscale Tests S-SR-1 and S-SR-2

12. The two Semiscale tests, S-SR-1 and S-SR 2 were designed to

investigate feed and t,leed operation for plants with high and low

head HPI pumps, respectively. For both of these tests, the core

simulator unexpectedly uncovered and caused the tests to be

prcr:aturely terminated. In the following section, the reason these

f tests produced core uncovery is discussed in detail. Also
1
' discussed is the rationa.le which supports the conclusion that, had

these tests been preanalyzed, their results would have been

| anticipated and predictable.

_ .



13. For Semiscele test S-SR-1, which had HPI flow scaled to a

Westinghouse high head HPI plant (North Anna), mass and energy

balance curves predicted the existence of a stable feed and bleed

pressure band between approximately 1100 psi and 2235 psi. However,

the facility experienced leakage from the primary system during the

test which was not conpensated for. This led to a system mass loss

which effectively incrersed the PORY mass removal curve so that the-

intersection of the PORY mass removal curve with the HPI flow curve

occurred at an operating pressure to the left of point 1 on figure

1. This would eliminate an operating pressure band for stable feed

and bleed operation and would lead to the conclusion that feed and

bleed was not a viable mode of decay heat renoval under the S-SR-1

conditions. This was indeed the case that was observed during test

S-SR-1. Had the leakage from the system been eliminated or

compensated for, a stable feed and bleed condition should have been

established.

14. In Semiscale test S-SR-2, the HPI pumps were scaled to t'estinghouse

plants with lower head pumps. For this test, the leakage

experienced in test S-SR-1 was compensated for with additional HPI
;

flow. The decay power was sinulated as a constant 2 percent, which

is representative of decay power between 10 and 20 minutes after

shutdown. This decay heat level was perhaps too high sir.ce steam
|

|
generator boiloff times for Westinghouse plants are around one

| hour, the time at which primary mass loss begins in the absence of
!

any feedwater. The mass and energy balance curves for this test

are shown in figure 2. Also included on this figure are the

|

-
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uncertainties in each of the parameters. From this figure it is

clear that there is a large uncertainty regardirig whether or not

Semiscale, in the S-SR-2 test configuration, would be able to

successfully feed and bleed. fluch of the uncertainty is attributed

to uncertainties in environmental heat losses from the Semiscale

system. EGAG reported that the environmental heat losses accounted*

for 25% uncertainty in both net core power and average PORY mass

flow rate. The high uncertainty in environmantal heat losses is a

direct scaling problem associated with Semiscale's high surface

area to volume ratio compared to a PWR. In both Semiscale tests,

the actual core power was 78 Kw, while the net core power assumed

for simulating core decay heat was 40 Kw. (The additional power was

required to compensate for environmental heat losses).

|

15. A significant shortcoming of the test was the lack of a pretest

calculation. We believe that had such a calculation been

performed, it would have highlighted the possibility that a stable

feed and bleed situation might not have been achievable for test

5-SR-2.

:

Subsequent to the test however, EG&G did a post test analysis
'

using the RELAP5 computer code. In figure 3, the predicted PORY

flow is compared to the measured PORY flow. This comparison shows.

good agreement between the prediction and the data with respect to

both the timing and the magnitude. Figure 4 shows a comparison of

the predicted to measured core liquid level. This comparison shows

| that while the RELAP code was able to predict the trends, the

|
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actual levels did not compare too well throughout the course of the

test. However, as can be seen at time zero, there is an offset

between the two curves. Since this represents the time when the

vessel is full of liquid, the offset is erroneous. This has been

confirmed by EG&G, Idaho. Figure 5, provided by EG&G, Idaho, shows
'

the same curves as figure 4, except the offset error has been

corrected. Frem this figure it can be seen that the code

prediction compared well with the experinent out to about 1500

seconds. Beyond that tirm the experiment shews a continuously

decreasing level whereas the RELAP calculation shows the level

remaining constant. The reason for this difference has been

attributed to the differences between the specified and actual flow

versus pressure characteristic for the HPI pumps. Figure 6 shows

the comparison between the measured HPI flow and the predicted HPI

flor using the higher HPI flow versus pressure curve. As can be

seen, beyond about 1600 seconds the predicted flow exceeds the

measured flow. Figure 7 shows the difference between the specified

and actual HPI flow versus pressure characteristic. The higher HPI

flow associated with the test specification was used in the RELAP

calculation. This higher flow did not have a significant effect on

the liquid level comparisons while de PORV discharge was liquid

(up to t 1200 seconds) because the PORY discharge was

significantly in excess of the HPI flow and dominated the inventory-

behavior. Once the PORY discharge transitioned to steam, the

discrepancy between the HPI flow used in the RELAP calculation and

the actual HPI flow used for the test had a significant effect on

inventory, and thus on vessel level. The higher HPI flow used in

f -



the RELAP calculation resulted in the higher predicted vessel level

than was observed in the test. EGaG, Idaho is in the process of

rerunning the calculation of test S-SR-2 using the actual HPI flow

from the test. These results are expected to confirm that the

vessel level discrepancy observed beyond about 1500 seconds can be

attributed to the use of a higher HPI flow in the RELAP calculation

than was used in the test.

17. In figures 8 and 9, the measured and predicted mass balances are

shown. From these comparisons, it can be seen that the PELAP code

Notepredictions showed the same basic behavior as the test data.

that subsequent to PORY flow transition from liquid to steem, the

steam flow in both the prediction and the test exceeded the HPI

flow, resulting in a continuous mass loss. The excessive steam

flow results from the core power being high for the test relative

to that which would be experienced by an actual plant as discussed

above. Had the calculation been perforned prior to the test being

run, this continuous nass loss subsequent to PORV flow transition

would have been noted and the possibility of core uncovery during

!
S-SR-2 highlighted.

.

B&W Plant Calculation,'

18. In order to show how the efficacy of feed and bleed in THI-1 is

related to the previous discussions on feed and bleed and Semiscale

Test S-SR-2, it is recalled that in the October 15, 1982 NRC Staff

_ _ _



Reponse to Appeal Board Order, Affidavit of Brian W. Sheron and

Walton L. Jensen, Jr. ConcerningSemiscaletes't(S-SR-2)Results. '

the results of a feed and bleed analysis were presented. This

analysis was performed for the Midland plant, which is similar to

Till-1, using the RELAPS computer code, the same code used by EG&G

to predict the Semiscale test. The major difference between

tiidland and THI-1 with respect to the feed and bleed analysis is-

that the Core power for THI-1 is about 5% higher than Midland. We

believe that this difference is small enough so that the results

obtained for the Midland calculation will representative of the

THI-1 behavior. In figure 10, the mass balance for the feed and

bleed analysis is shown. In this calculation, only one HPI pump

was assumed operable. Moreover, no credit was taken for the PORV,

with the bleed function being performed solely by the safety

valves. The time at which the HPI flow into the system begins to

exceed the steam flow out of the safety valve is indicated as point

A. This is the point of ninimum inventory in the system. At this

point the coolant level is still approximately one foot above the

top of the core. If two HPI pumps were assumed, the level above

the top of the core would be much higher. These results are

j similar to the results of an analysis preformed earlier by B&W for

a plant with an initial core power 10% greater than that of THI-1.
.

Conclusions

19. From the previous discussions, we believe that the following

conclusions can be drawn:

a. The ability of any system to feed and bleed, whether it is

_ _ - - - _ _ _ __
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Semiscale, LOFT, or a large PWR, is dependent upon the unique
,

characteristics of that system. In particular, the capability

to feed and bleed depends upon the HPI flow characteristics,

the safety / relief valve discharge capacity, and the decay heat

levels under which feed and bleed must perform. Thus, it is

not possible to directly extrapolate the ability or inability
.

of one system to feed and bleed to another system, unless a

detailed evaluation of the governing parameters warrant such an

extrapolation,

b. Our evaluation of Semiscale test S-SR-2 leads us to conclude

that excessive, unanticipated and uncompensated system

leakage during the test rendered the test results atypical,

and they do not provide any useful information regarding feed

and bleed capability.

c. Our evaluation of Semiscale test 5-SR-2 leads us to conclude

that the system configuration for S-SR-2 would not result in

acceptable feed and bleed behavior. Following relief valve

flow transition from liquid to steam, the steam discharge still

exceeded the HPI flow, resulting in a continuing mass les .
i e

d. The RELAP5 computer code was shown to be capable of predicting

the Semiscele S-SR-2 test results. The observed discrepancy

between measured and predicted vessel liquid level after 1500

seconds is attributed to the use of incorrect ilPI flow

. -. . _ _ _ _
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characteristics in the RELAP analysis. An analysis is being

performed with the correct HPI flow characteristics to confirm

this conclusion,

e. The feed and bleed analysis performed by the staff for a plant
.

sinilar to TMI-1 and considered to be applicable to TMI-1 shows

that, even assuming only one HPI pump and nc credit for the-

PORV, successful feed and bleed was predicted with no core

uncovery.

5

(b
Brian W. Sheron

'

Subscribegandsworntobeforemethis J P day of November, 1982.

hth.(CLA). col 44'
Notary Publig (

htths. ||
O O' ' 'N[o

My Commission expires:
.

.
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